Host Home Role Description
ConneXions Expectations:
The ConneXions participant will need a quiet place to study and access to a
computer so that word processing can be accomplished. (Internet access is not
necessary.) If there is not access to a computer, let us know and we will work
with you on that.
The participant will need the support and fellowship of a family, but we seek to
preserve the privacy of the family as much as possible. For this reason, the
weekly structure is Monday through Friday as study days, and Saturday as a
service or event day. Sunday morning church participation is also mandatory for
the participant.
The purpose for the ConneXions participants is maximum transformation as they
study the Word of God and complete the intense and rigorous ConneXions
process. Therefore, host families are expected to encourage the participants as
they work through this very demanding and special time with God. Pray for them.
Pray with them. Fellowship with them. Help them to maintain their focus.
The host family is expected to provide for all meals, including money for meals
eaten "on the road" when trips are taken. The host family is encouraged to be
certain that the extra clothing, (coat, hat, gloves) that a participant might need is
provided by either getting those items, or communicating the need for those
items to the ConneXions Director.
It is understood that with the best of intentions and hearts open to obey God, it
may turn out that the placement of a particular participant into a particular family,
simply does not work well. For this reason, the family and the participant will be
interviewed regularly for determination of satisfaction. Also, the Facilitator can
always be approached to discuss a problem that may arise. If there is ever a
hindrance to the success of the family or the participant that cannot be resolved,
there are homes kept “on reserve” for participants to go to.

Your Expectations:
What do you expect from your guest participant during his/her stay with
you?
How will he/she help around the house?
What kind of family interaction are you anticipating?
When are family meals?
How should he/she best communicate with you and on which subjects?

